BIMONTHLY GUIDE—JANUARY / FEBRUARY

THIRD GRADE

Math: Monday, February 15, 2016
Study:
Chapters  
(12) Time and Temperature  
pgs. 350-351  
(13) Customary Measurement  
378-379  
(14) Metric Measurement  
398-399

*Quizzes – Notebook

Language: Tuesday, February 16, 2016
Study:
Language Book:
Unit 6: Pronouns  
Pages: 241-243  
Unit 7: Friendly letter (kinds)  
282-284  
Organizing a Narrative  
271  
Reteaching Workbook  
73

*Quizzes –

Spelling: Wednesday, February 17, 2016
Spelling book: Study words and sentences. Notebook: Study meanings and sentences
Lesson 16: (Words, meanings and sentences)  pg. 78
Lesson 19: (Words, meanings and sentences)  pg. 92
Lesson 20: (Words, meanings and sentences)  pg. 96
Lesson 21: (Words, meanings and sentences)  pg. 100

*Quizzes – notebook
**Oral English:** Wednesday February 17, 2016

Study: **Describing People** Picture dictionary pg. 32

**Childcare and Parenting** pg. 36-37

*Vocabulary words and meanings
*Conversation
*Idiom Expressions “Don’t count your chickens before they hatch”, “White elephant”, “Head above water”, Don’t put the cart before the horse” (see notebook)

**Science:** Thursday February 18, 2016

Study:
Book: Chapter (4) *Invertebrates* Pages: 67-83
    Chapter (5) *Desert* Pages: 85-89

*Comprehension checks
*Notes from notebook
*Quizzes – Blue folder

**Bible:** Friday February 19, 2016

Study: **LIFE OF MOSES**

Story: Moses Strikes the Rock
    The Serpent of Brass
    Balaam, the False Prophet

*See notebook
*Verses **Proverbs 16:19

**Health:** Friday February 16, 2016

Study: **Nutrients and You**

*Chapter (3) pgs. 40-61

*Comprehension Check pages.
*Quizzes/Labs – Blue folder